
Ciuchino Birichino Adventure Park Rules 
 

 
1. Before entering the ciuchino birichino adventure park, each participant must read these rules. By signing it, he confirms that he has taken 

note of it and that agrees with it and that he has no objections. Parents and tutors of minors confirm, by signing the document, that they 

have read, accepted and explained the regulation to minors; during the path they must accompany them taking their full responsibility. 

2. The minors are under the careful control of  their parents/responsible adults during the stay within the park. 

3. Whoever enters the wood and doesn’t pay attention to stones, rocks, trunks, branches is aware that can fall and gets hurt. 
 
4. The safety prescriptions provided by the staff of the park regarding the paths that minors can or cannot do according to height, age and 

inclination are mandatory. Signing this regulation you accept in whole the safety prescriptions and recommendations supplied by the staff of 

the park. 
 
5. The minors must carry out the activity under the careful control of a responsible adult from the ground or on the path, who will control the 

correct performance of the activities in accordance with the guidelines given by the staff of the adventure park. in the children area (aged 3-7 

years or height at the wrist less than 1.50 meters) is compulsory the constant supervision of a responsible adult who will walk next to the child 

and help him during the paths. 
 
6. It is mandatory to be permanently anchored to the safety cable, from the beginning to the end of the path. it is mandatory to read the 

signs at the start of the routes and respect them. Each user is responsible for his own safety. 

7. Before you access the routes you must participate in the informative briefing (PPE use, progression and safety techniques), regardless 

of the level of knowledge of each user. The responsible adult will have to follow the preparatory course (briefing) with the minor. The 

testing route is mandatory for everyone. The instructor has the power of decision to suspend the activity for those who don’t overcome the 

path and to discourage the access to the routes for people considered unfit. In case of adverse weather conditions the routes  will be closed. 
 
8. Smoking is forbidden inside the wood. 
 
9. Dogs are allowed, but to be kept on a leash, during the entire stay. 
 
10. Rules during the activities: to go down from the net at the end of the paths keeping attached to it and being careful not to trip over it; don’t grasp the 

recovery rope while you are flying; don’t put hands on cable pulley; put both carabiners on the  pulley during the flights; put both hands on the pulley rope 

during the flights; one at a time on stairs, ramps and games, maximum 3 on every platform; don’t make the flight if the net or the landing platform is 

already busy; follow the instructions of the instructor and the rules provided. 

 
11. The organisation doesn’t assume any responsibility in case of accident caused by negligence and non-compliance with the safety rules and 

standards (for example injuries due to rubbing with ropes, pulleys, stumbling on the net, sprains, splinters, branches, impervious woodland, 

etc.) 
 
12. Only those who subscribe to these regulations and the related application form can participate in the activities of the ciuchino birichino 

adventure park. For minors, the declaration of the parents or of a responsible adult is deemed authentic. 

13. Is authorized to carry out the paths only who doesn’t have any physical and psychological impediment to sports activities, heart problems, 

hadn’t taken alcohol, drugs or medicines that reduce mobility and lucidity, not to weigh more than 100 kg, not to be in a state of pregnancy.  
 
14. It is mandatory to comply with the safety guidelines to carry out the routes given by the instructors during the briefing and their 

recommendations. In case of emergency or difficulty wait for the intervention of the instructor.  

15. It is mandatory to tie hair, cover piercings with a bandage, take away scarves, backpacks, shoulder bags, purses and to wear closed shoes. 
 
16. The organization has the right to use, without compensation, photos or films for advertising purposes  
 
17. The organization reserves the right to close the park for safety reasons (e.g. storms). in such cases there is no refund.  
 
18. There is also no refund if a user ends the activity prematurely by his own will. 
 
19. Taking part to the activity you are responsible for any accident resulting from negligence, stumbling, lack of attention and 

concentration, non-compliance with the safety requirements, both during the stay in the Park and during the different stages of 

dressing, undressing, ascent, descent from the paths. 
 
20. Taking part to the activity the organisation exempts itself and its instructors from any compensation or responsibility, except in cases of wilful 

misconduct or gross negligence toward me for physical and material damage that occurred before, during and after the performance of the 

activities 
 
21. The organization is not liable for loss, theft, damage to clothing, cell phones, cameras, etc.  
 

22. It is mandatory to leave an identity document for the use of the equipment. 
 
23. It is forbidden to remove the helmet and climbing harness without the help of the instructor. 
 
24. For minors the responsible adult takes the responsibility for the performance of the activities and for the acknowledgment of the previous points. 


